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ABSTRACT 

Joseph Conrad, a Polish writer born in 1857, before consolidating himself in the literary world was a sailor in both the 

French and British navies, wherein 1886 became naturalized English. Subsequently, he abandoned his career at sea to 

dedicate himself to literature and in 1899 published the novel Heart of Darkness, first divided into three parts at 

Blackwood's Magazine and in the year 1902 launched as a single book. In the work, Conrad uses a little of the experience 

he acquired as a sailor, taking inspiration from his own trip to Congo to build the narrative. Despite its Polish nationality 

and having learned English only at the age of twenty, Conrad achieved a notorious position in the pantheon of the great 

writers of the language English and therefore The Heart of Darkness has become a classic of literature. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The work, a colonial novel classified as a metanarrative, is narrated by Charlie Marlow, a sailor who decides to 

report to his shipmates the story of his trip to Congo. The report begins when Marlow is recruited by a Belgian ivory 

explorer company to command a steamboat in the then colony, a task that was already aimed at pretending to 

navigate the enigmatic Congo River and search the new continent. His mission was to rescue a post chief in the 

colony, Mr. Kurtz, who had not been in contact for months. As soon as he disembarks in the first position, the sailor 

finds himself in a scenario of chaos and oppression, becoming in the face of all the exploitation of natives subjected 

to forced labor: “I could see each of the ribs, the joints of its members, looked like knots of a rope; each one of them 

had an iron necklace around their necks and all of them were joined together by means of a chain” (Conrad, 1902). 

In the period that it is in the adjacent posts before starting its trajectory the Congo River, the sailor lives 

with the pilgrims and ends up knowing more about the boss that he would come to rescue. Mr. Kurtz is described 

by everyone as a man ahead of his time, with countless qualities and having knowledge about music, poetry and 

literature, in addition to having the most profitable position in the company. He was adored by everyone, including 

the natives. Marlow, already frustrated with his experience in the colony begins to see in this figure a hope of 

obtaining answers: he wanted to know what it was like possible to reconcile the civilizing experience with profit. 

During the trip, Marlow continues to face situations disturbing: “they were slowly dying - that was clear. 

They were not enemies, they were not criminals, they were nothing else on earth, other than shadows of disease and 

hunger thrown in a confused way into greenish darkness ” (Conrad, 1902). Throughout the journey, he continues to 

build his ideal about Kurtz, while questioning the purpose of being there. 

When he finally reaches the post where Kurtz is, Marlow discovers that the boss's situation is serious; he 

is on the verge of death, physically and mentally ill. The man, described until then as brilliant, at that moment 

seemed decrepit and lost in his own madness, hallucinated by isolation and his ideals. Kurtz conquered a position 
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of deity among the natives through violence and manipulation. There were human skulls, of those who rebelled against him, 

nailed on stakes around your home. The captain manipulated the natives to attack other tribes in the dispute for ivory, going 

against any principle or civility that theoretically would justify Christian imperialism. Marlow then realizes that his doubts 

they would never be answered, precisely because there was no answer. He comes to rescue Kurtz, but during the trip down 

the Congo River the chief ends up dying. Through delusions, he utters his last words: "he exclaimed, whispering, to some 

image, for some vision ... he screamed twice a scream that nothing else was that a sigh ... "The horror! The horror!” (Conrad, 

1902). 

The work has as a backdrop the imperialist context prevailing in the period of 1884 to 1935. In 1885 the Berlin 

conference takes place, which shares the territory between the great European powers, then beginning the rapid colonization 

of the continent. Even before the period mentioned, Europeans had already arrived at the Congo and nurtured an interest in 

the place, aiming at the search for raw materials that would leverage industrial development. King Leopoldo II of Belgium 

saw in that territory an opportunity to expand its tiny empire. To get support from local politicians, the monarch used the 

civilizing mission as a pretext to establish in the territory at the same time that it would make a profit from the colony. At 

the Berlin conference, Leopoldo obtained recognition from other nations, founding a state as a private individual. 

The King used the collective European imagery of the colonizing ideal that preached through social Darwinism and 

missionary Christianity, the duty of the naturally superior white man to civilize, catechize and bring progress to the African 

continent, considered primitive. It is in the midst of these ideals that the entire system of imperialism thrives, combining the 

civilizing mission with economic exploitation. Along these lines, a systematic exploitation of the native population takes 

place. Leopoldo establishes a monopoly over all of Congo's natural wealth and obliges the population, through the brutality 

of the army he created, to work massively in the search for rubber and ivory. Those who refused or had unsatisfactory results, 

suffered mutilation or were imprisoned in camps concentration. It was common for city chiefs to have their wives arrested 

as a form of blackmail, or that the natives, including children, had their members cut as punishment. 

On his trip to Congo, Joseph Conrad himself comes across numerous of these oppressive situations, causing his 

work to bring different descriptions accurate and terrifying: “black forms crouched, leaned back and sat between the trees, 

leaning against the trunks, clinging to the earth, visible halves, halves erased within the gloom (...) the work continued. The 

work! And this was the place where some of the helpers had been cast to die” (Conrad, 1902). It is interesting to note that 

Marlow can be considered as an alter ego of Conrad. Through the meta-narrative, he describes his experience and exposes 

his vision while hiding behind the character. With intense adjectives and an elaborated language in a subjective discourse, 

the author makes use of impressionist characteristics to create a nebulous atmosphere in the narrative, where there is clarity 

and uncertainty remains. It is common during the course of history that events arise in an unexpected and mysterious way, 

always leaving a doubt up in the air. 

Conrad can be inserted in the trend known as resigned romanticism, common to 21st century novelists, where it is 

possible to note a tone of criticism of modern way of life at the same time as it presents a resigned acceptance of the current 

situation. This criticism on the part of the author can be observed in the character of Kurtz as a representation of capitalism 

and imperialism itself, a machine of unscrupulous profits, with its frantic action that instrumentalizes everything and 

everyone. Hover on the air a question about the reasons that would justify this system, but the author can't get an answer. 

Kurtz himself, even though he conquered a wealth colonizing heroism immeasurable and protagonist, dies without finding a 

meaning in thier actions. Kurtz's story serves as a metaphor for European man in civilizing mission in a so-called primitive 
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territory: initially, the chief represented all the erudite ideals of the time, but at the end of the narrative his trajectory no 

longer has on purpose and it gets lost completely. 

Since its publication, Heart of Darkness has been the target of several interpretations and criticism. In the first years 

after its launch, the work caused a frenzy among Europeans and started a series of debates on colonization, leaving many of 

the readers shocked by the inhumanities reported in the book. For Chinua Achebe, one of the most important Nigerian writers 

of the 20th century, Conrad's book is categorized as extremely racist, projecting Africa as the opposite of the European world, 

in a duality between light and darkness. Achebe claims that romance eternalizes stereotypes prejudicial effects of the black 

man, dehumanizing his figure. Despite recognizing that there is an indication of anti-colonial discourse present in the work, 

he addresses this double bias presented by Conrad as an expression of the English liberal tradition. This tradition “Requires  

that all decent Englishmen be deeply shocked by the atrocities in Bulgaria or the Congo of King Leopoldo of the Belgians 

or any other place” (Achebe, 2016). For him, the English view is that Africans would be a kind of distant and primitive 

relatives, always failing to address the problem of equality between whites and blacks. The following excerpt can be used as 

an example of what Achebe claims: "It was unreal, and men were ... No, they didn't them were inhuman. Well, you know, 

that was the worst of it - this suspicion of them not is inhuman. [...] But what was terrifying was exactly the idea of humanity 

of them - like yours -, the idea of their remote kinship with this wild and impetuous” (Conrad, 2002). 

As for Edward Said, American author of the work Culture and Imperialism, despite demonstrating anti-colonial 

characteristics at the same time that it is inserted in an imperialist structure and discourse, the duality present in the novel is 

not incongruous, as he points out in the following excerpt: "So it is not paradoxical that Conrad was imperialist and anti-

imperialist: progressive when it came to fearlessly and pessimism to present self-confirming and self-deceptive corruption 

the overseas domain; profoundly reactionary when it comes to conceiving that Africa or South America could ever have a 

history or culture that the imperialists violently shook, but for which they were, after all, defeated " (Said, 2012). Said argues 

that Conrad, despite expressing his aversion to the colonial ways reported in the book, was not against imperialism in fact. 

The Pole in a way would still be stuck with the idea of progress and the civilizing mission, as Said says: “Conrad’s tragic 

limitation is that, even being able to see clearly that imperialism, at a certain level, consisted of essentially in pure domination 

and occupation of territories, he was unable to conclude that imperialism would have to end so that the natives could have a 

life free of European domination. As an individual of his time, Conrad could not admit the freedom for the natives, despite 

their serious criticism of imperialism that the enslaved” (Said, 2012). 

On the other hand, the researcher and professor at the Institute of Philosophy and Sciences Humanities at Unicamp, 

presents another analysis in her article published in 2008. In it, she defends that the work does represent a banner of the fight 

against imperialist actions and seeks to refute the present arguments in the works of Said and Achebe. The author criticizes 

based on the “postmodern theory of historiographical praxis” that “increasingly influenced by this aspect of the theory 

literary, has spread the idea that the correct analysis procedure is to “take the text by the text”. It is an analysis that strives 

for the linguistic, the syntactic, and the epistemological. (Gomes, 2008). In other words, according to Raquel, the analysis of 

texts cannot be limited to the text itself and the literary aspects are not the only elements that make up the story. Raquel seeks 

in the article to support her argument especially through passages that would prove his thesis, as in the following excerpt in 

which the author uses to oppose the argument of Said and Achebe de that Conrad was unable to visualize Africans beyond 

slavery relations: “An imposing silence around and at the top. Perhaps, on some serene night, the pulse distant drums, fading, 

thickening, a vast, weak pulse; a sound strange, seductive, suggestive and wild - and with such a deep meaning, perhaps, as 
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the ringing of bells in a Christian land” (Conrad, 1902). This exemplary excerpt as the character shows sensitivity to the 

music of the drums and compares it to the Christian religion itself. 

For Raquel, the novel fits as a work of denunciation not only of the crimes committed against the African peoples 

but also of the men who end up dialoguing and being conniving with such actions: "And it is especially for this reason, in 

my point of view, that all the characters of the novel present, in degrees varied, flirtations with insanity and madness - since 

Marlow, who reveals to his listeners (and readers) how the Company's employee experience transformed him from an 

adventurer of the sea, in a dark and taciturn man, marked by terror and irrationality that witnessed, until Kurtz, maximum 

expression of the degeneration of the man, undertaken by the colonialist ideal” (Gomes, 2008). 

CONCLUSIONS 

The purposeful ambiguity present in Heart of Darkness makes several interpretations can be made, inquiring from the author's 

positioning even the psychological issues present in the plot. Criticism of colonialism is exposed both in terrifying 

descriptions and in building characters like Mr. Kurtz, which symbolizes the depravity of a man who personifies the 

imperialist system: insane, decadent and capable of anything for profit. The dismal nightmare climate that permeates the 

entire narrative creates a suffocating fog, making the feeling of despairing intensifies. The problematization surrounding 

history makes possible the questioning numerous issues, such as the criticism of the representation of peoples Africans in 

literature or how the colonial regime is constructed and inserted by presenting to this day reflections in a society that still 

revolves around a racist structure and driven by capital. In the end, it is possible to consider that darkness does not just 

represent an aspect of history - they symbolize the moral and structural degradation of existence human. 
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